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	TextField2: R.J. Kirkpatrick, Deputy Director, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
	TextField4: Mr. Kirkpatrick stated that the Department, like the Santa Fe National Forest, does not have data on exactly how many hunters use motorized vehicles to retrieve game, nor exactly where they retrieve it.   He said successful hunts are not consistently located in the same place year to year.  So, assuming a straight proportion of acres on forest to animals taken might not be accurate.He said that hunters who use motor vehicles are likely to drive in the same places that others do, where slope, terrain, and vegetation allow.  His field personnel indicate that at least 80%, and up to 90 or 95%, of hunters use a motor vehicle to retrieve downed big game where it is legal (e.g., outside wilderness) and where slope and terrain allow.I asked if he thought hunters used vehicles to retrieve bears.  He said that relatively few people take the whole animal out, instead, they take the skin.  Bear tags are issued by zone, so it would be very hard to tell where they are taken.  His opinion is that deer and elk are the big concerns on the Santa Fe.He noted that the harvest tables for elk show success rates on public and private lands.  These numbers, however, are not always accurate.  A kill listed as being on private may have actually been on public land, or vice versa.  This discrepancy has to do with the way the private landowners register their land for hunts.   
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